HP SCITEX FB500 INDUSTRIAL PRINTER

Speed up the delivery of orders with a printer that lets you print and load media
simultaneously. Target new applications with quality results on virtually any rigid and flexible
media.(1 Rely on a dependable, robust device that fits your workspace.

Turn orders around fast with an
efficient workflow

A perfect fit for your business and
shop space

•

Deliver jobs quickly with an efficient workflow
that lets you load, print, and collect media
simultaneously.

•

Print on virtually any rigid or flexible substrate(1 from
a single device.

•

Load up to 4 sheets of media fast with the help of
automated features. No masking is required.

•

Optimize your print shop space with folding tables
that store easily when the printer is not in use.

•

Reduce interruptions—no daily printhead
maintenance; (2 remote monitoring with the
HP Embedded Web Server.

•

Rely on a robust, reliable design—including
sturdy media advance system, onboard camera,
and HP Print Care.

•

Choose the right speed and quality to meet each
customer requirement.

•

The HP Scitex FB500 Industrial Printer makes it easier
than ever to use white ink.(3

Offer new applications and grow
your business
•

Wow your clients with incredible image quality—up
to 1200 x 600 optimized dpi—and outdoor display
permanence.

•

Show clients what’s possible. Do more with white
ink,(3 double-sided prints, matte/gloss, and full
bleeds.

•

Do more—print on virtually any rigid or flexible
media,(1 with good ink adhesion.

•

Say yes to just about any request—even when asked
to print on thick, heavy, and long(4 materials.

HP SCITEX FB500 INDUSTRIAL PRINTER
PRINTER VIEW WITH STANDARD TABLES
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IMPROVE YOUR RESPONSE TIME, EXECUTE TASKS IN PARALLEL
Load, print, and collect
media simultaneously in
high-volume production
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1. LOADING MEDIA IS FAST AND EASY,
NO MASKING IS REQUIRED
An automatic alignment bar
helps you quickly position
media, the printer measures
its thickness, and an onboard
camera detects the position
of loaded media.(5 Print up to
4 sheets at once.

2. MINIMIZE INTERRUPTIONS
The printer’s automated
service station maintains
printhead health, eliminating
the need for daily
maintenance. Enjoy long
runs with 3-liter ink supplies.(6
Check the status of the printer
remotely thanks to the HP
Embedded Web Server.
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3. GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS THE QUALITY
THEY NEED
And at the right price. This printer lets you choose the right
combination of speed and quality. Print at various speeds up
to 37 m²/hr (398 ft²/hr) for prints that will be viewed from a
long distance.(7

Printer view with Roll-to-Roll Upgrade Kit AND FOLDED STANDARD TABLES
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4. ENRICH YOUR PRINTS, SAY YES TO JUST
ABOUT ANY REQUEST
Propose new possibilities
to customers by showing
them how to enrich their
prints. Take advantage of
white ink for underflood,
overflood, and spot
color placement.(3 Enrich
photos with matte or gloss
finishes. Offer doublesided and full bleed
printing. Print directly
on virtually any rigid or
flexible material(1—even
on corrugated plastic with
good ink adhesion.
Outdoor prints achieve
display permanence of 2-3
years unlaminated on a
range of rigid materials.(8

5. FIT THIS PRINTER EASILY INTO YOUR SHOP
Store folding tables
when the printer is not
in use and preserve
valuable shop space. No
external air compressor is
required. And the printing
area is fully enclosed,
reducing risks related to
UV light or moving parts.

6. MANAGE YOUR ENTIRE PRINT WORKFLOW
WITH ONE DEVICE, ONE INVESTMENT

Take advantage of the HP Scitex FB500 Industrial Printer,
which enables you to provide customers more rigid and
flexible application offerings(1—all from a single device.
Manage your entire print workflow with one device, one user
interface, and one investment.

7. RELY ON A ROBUST, RELIABLE DESIGN

A belt-driven system and a high-resolution encoder ensure
precise media flow. An onboard camera detects, and the
printer adjusts for misfiring nozzles—for consistent results.(9
HP Scitex Print Care maintenance assistance helps
maximize uptime. This printer provides an easy, convenient
white ink option.(3 The process of adding or removing
white ink is a simple one. And a unique HP White Ink
Homogenizer maintains the stability of the white ink,
preventing pigment sedimentation.

